PHYSICALLY DISTANCED ACTIVITIES
SOCIALLY TOGETHER FOR A CAUSE

ONLINE GAMES
- Trivia Competitions
- At Home Scavenger Hunt
- At Home Gimee, Gimee Game
- Virtual Bingo using Video Conferencing
- Earn Digital Badges for Participation Game

FOOD
- Sell Food Tickets: Zippy’s Chili, Pizza Chain, Breakfast Bento
- Sell Recipe booklets with submissions from employees
- Sell Food Kits – Pizza, dessert, drink kits and tie in with a local chef or staff member teaching how to through video conferencing
- Partner with a local restaurant or retailer and have them donate a percentage of sales
- Food Sales with Drive Thru Pickup – bentos, plate lunch, baked goods

ONLINE CONTEST & CHALLENGES
- Give $10, Tag 10 campaign on social media
- Donate to Vote Fundraiser – Online Talent Show, Funniest Video, Most Creative Use of a Piece of Paper, Photo Contest, Karaoke, Tik Tok
- Themed Photo Calendar Contest – Pets, Scenary, Recipes

LEARNING
- Host classes where participants can donate to learn a skill, get a workout, or have fun (Zumba, Fitness, Cooking, Drawing)
- Sell Crafting Kits – ornaments, knitting, stamping, origami, painting, etc.
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